rate in the neighborhood of 3 pulses/h, energy of -18
II. FITS Model of the DARHT beamline in system where it can read magnet current settings for real SUICIDE time modeling. We find this integrated coupling is
The portion of the DARHT beamline to be modeled essential for model verification and the successful starts at an aperture plate which defines the beam radius development of a tuning aid for the efficient convergence and limits the current transmitted. After this there are two on a useable tune. We show the real time comparisons of solenoids, five quadrupoles, and then three further simulation and experiment and explore the successes and solenoids leading to the target as illustrated in Fig. 1 . limitations of this close coupled approach.
Insertible foils on the sketch show where optical data on beam size is available.
I. INTRODUCTION The FITS (Fully Integrated Transport Simulation)
Particle accelerators use magnetic transport to model is a beam transport model with a graphical user propagate the electron beam from the accelerator to the interface and copious diagnostics which runs under the target. In the case of the DARHT II accelerator a discrete SUICIDE (Simple User Interface Connecting to an set of solenoids and quadrupoles performs this transport. Integrated Data Environment) system.
The beam In the design phase of the project magnet locations, dynamics model is selectable from several options profiles, and field strengths are determined based on including envelope models and particle models with various design transport codes [1] . However, when the various dynamics effects included or excluded. For the accelerator becomes operational the adjustment or tuning transport of the beam through quadrupoles the particle of this transport line will be required. Fig. 2 . fitting a rotated two dimensional Gaussian to the The large R' was of concern because the beam was tuned smoothed, cropped image. This gives a major radius, to a minimum size at the aperture and an R' of 0 was minor radius, and angle of rotation. The fit automatically anticipated. A FITS scan of entrance conditions determines a background or base level for the image.
addressing the aperture demonstrated that the minimum Although this is a well defined algorithm which beam size on aperture was not a waist but rather a produces reasonable results it must be noted that other significantly diverging beam, see Fig.l5 .predic where the magnets were being operated at lower than Thisicopnadequc transport requires aninvestigationof pred anticipated currents due to the lower beam energy. moulticompon enttransportrrequiresoanrinvestigation.ofthe Finally magnet installation was not always in accord sources of error.
. .
with the initial design. The S4 was installed without the endcap due to constraints on the pipe size. This field distortion is calculated to be <-1%. In short there are multiple small problems with the magnetic field calculation (even without higher order terms) which compromise the ability to predict magnetic transport. Multiple problems with these experiments have been identified and solutions can be proposed. However there is a fundamental question of the "predictability" of beam transport which must be asked. A large number of small uncertainties in the dynamics of beam transport have been identified. One can systematically try to reduce these uncertainties. However; there may be fundamental limitations on the predictability of the complex system. This problem is reminiscent of weather prediction where
